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ABSTRACT  

The history is one of the most important subjects in the Humanities. Historical knowledge, as an essential and integral part of 
the evolving knowledge society, must be used with proper care and plans, for History also may be used to Unite as well as Divide 
people.  United, we flourish; Divided, we perish.   A real knowledge society which is thoughtful and rational is expected to have the 
intellectual competency to rise above past prejudices which may hinder the progress of people.  In the globalized environment, 
subjects of study with focus on total quality and applied aspects alone can survive and thrive.  In the present paper, an attempt has 
been made to stress the point that history as a social science has the scope and potential to offer a value, knowledge and skill-oriented 
study for which a major change in curriculum is an imperative need at present. This research article to be analyzed the Historical 
Studies its importance to the Contemporary Civil Society. 
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Introduction 
Statement of the Problem 

The inventions and discoveries – the earth moves round the sun by Galileo, the theory of survival of the fittest by Charles 
Darwin, Gravitation Laws of Isaac Newton, Pencillin by Alexander Fleming, Electricity by Thomas Alva Edison, Telephone by 
Graham Bell, Computer by Charles Babage, Internet by Arpanet, Heart transplantation by Christian Bernard, Gener Transfer 
technology by Paul Berg and several other inventions have brought about revolutionary changes in the lives of people all over the 
world.  The Greek word History means enquiry, exploration or information.  Aristotle holds the view that history is an account of the 
unchanging past.  The unchanging past is alive in the form of great thoughts, ideas, inventions and institutions with the potential to 
shape the present and future.  One nation – one people one family – one child, a poverty free country, a casteless and classless society, 
live and let live principle, truth, ahimsa (non-violence) etc are a few examples in the domain of Great Thoughts.  The ideas of 
freedom, progress, equality, fraternity, justice, humanism, non-violence and the like have delivered kindness and happiness to 
mankind in abundant measure.  Democratic, humanitarian and scientific institutions have come to lighting the dark spots in human 
society.  Evil social practices – child marriage, sati, subjugation of women, and untouchability were a few black spots in our society.  
Casteism, communalism, regionalism, lingual conflicts and water disputes are still prevalent in India.  The incidences of female 
infanticide and foeiticide are shameful and inhuman practices in the contemporary times.  The profound thoughts and ideas of great 
thinkers and leaders like Socrates, Aristotle, Buddha, Aryabatta, Isaac Newton, Rousseau, Abraham Lincoln, Karl Marx, Tolstoy, 
Einstein, Mahatma Gandhi, Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru, Mother Teresa remain as eternal assets of ever living citizens of the world. The 
American was of Independence of 1776, the French Revolution of 1789, the Russian revolution of 1917 and the Indian Independence 
of 1947, Industrial Revolution, Green Revolution (Agricultural), white Revolution (Milk) and Blue Revolution (Fish) and socio 
religions movements in India are milestone events of far-reaching consequences and everlasting importance which every citizen in 
general and administrators and rulers in particular ought to learn for guidance and appropriate applications. 

 
History for Human Beings 

Sir Francis Bacon defines history as a discipline that makes men wise.  To Henry Johnson “History in the broadest sense is 
everything that ever happened”.  To Edmund Burk “history is a preceptor of prudence and not of principles”.  It is related to 
something changing as opposed to something constant and whatever is so changing cannot be reduced to any principles.  Carlyle is of 
the opinion that hisotyr is nothing but the biography of great men, and that it is a record of human accomplishment, particularly of 
great souls.  According to Carlyle history requires geniuses and not masses, for an idea or invention or worthy action of someone has 
elevated mankind to great height.  Lord Action said “History is the unfolding story of human freedom”.  “A.L. Rowse defines history 
essentially as the record of the life of men in societies in their geographical and their physicial environemtn.  According to Ernest 
Bernheim “History is a science that investigates and presents in their context of Psychophysical causality the facts determined by 
space and time of evolution of men in their individual as well as typical and collective activity as social beings” E.H. Carr holds the 
view that history is an unending dialogue between the present and the past.  
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The Greeks stressed the rational interpretation of history, the Romans gave a political twist to it, the church historians made 
god live in history, the Germans made it more philosophical, the French more socialist, the Marxists more materialistic, the British 
more imperialistic though democratic at home, the Americans more diplomatic, the Indians more spiritualistic and others either more 
nationalistic or fundamentalist.  The study of history is a pressing need, for it depicts the struggle of man to carry truth and justice into 
the governance of human society, where good and evil fight out their ever-lasting battle.  

 
However, one criticism against history is that those who teach history or write history make it dull and uninteresting by 

loading it with avoidable boring details and dates.  According to a Chinese scholar, Indian history is presented more like a telephone 
directory with dynasties and dates.  Sometime history is reduced to sectarian nature in which extreme national or antinational 
sentiments destroy historical truth.  The classification or interpretation of Indian history as Hindu period, Muslim period and Christian 
period are illogical and against scientific and secular perspectives.  

 
Twisted truth and distorted events have evoked negative remarks against history from rulers.  Fredericks the Great called 

history a liar.  Whenever he felt like reading a history book, he would order “Bring me my liar” The shortcoming in recording 
historical events is verifiable and verified data can be presented as facts through a scientific process of enquiry called ‘historical 
objectivity’.  Facts may be misinterpreted and twisted but truth cannot be hidden forever in front of scientific investigation.  A full and 
true knowledge of the past as to how man has suffered because of his mistakes may help humanity to correct itself meeting the 
demands of pressing social needs.  History reminds that the tyranny of Nero’s or Napoleons or Kaisers or Hitler did not last long, but 
the moral teachings of Buddha, Mahavira, Jesus, Mohammad, Krishna, Vivekananda and Gandhi still continue to inspire mankind.  
Their message for love, kindness, truth, forgiveness, service, liberty, equality, justice, ahimsa, tolerance, temperance and fair-
mindedness enabled humanity to attain a higher level of culture, character and progress.  

The purpose of history is to indicate what mistakes man has done in the past, how he could avoid them in the present and 
future and how he could preserve the freedom from want, freedom from oppression, freedom of religion and freedom of expression.  
History has the capacity to enthuse and energise the youth to higher pursuits of life and stimulate the aged to endure the inevitable.  
No man, no nation and No subject of study is without its history.  India could have become a developed nation by 2007 itself if we had 
used the “historical knowledge and lessons in the formulation and implementation of the ten five-year plans.  Great success against 
challenges was achieved in a relatively short time by Asian and European countries such as Japan, China, Germany and France which 
are examples and lessons not only to underdeveloped and developed nations but also to individuals longing and toiling for time-bound 
success.  

 
Importance of Historical Studies 

Having seen the value and use of history as a body of knowledge, it is pertinent to focus on the purpose of education so as to 
present the value of hisotyr as a subject of study at UG, PG, Research and Diploma levels.  Thinkers and leaders have defined 
education from time to time reflecting on its multidimensional role.  To quote Gandhiji “Real education consists in drawing the best 
out of oneself.  “What better book can there be than the book of humanity?” Swami Vivekananda’s definition of education is 
fascinating and wide ranging.  Character building, strengthening the mind, widening the horizon of knowledge and enabling one to 
stand on one’s own feet are the four main objectives of education.  

 
Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru’s definition presents a holistic picture of the objectives of education.  To quote him “an institution of 

higher education stands for humanism, for tolerance, for reasons, for the adventure of ideas, for the search of truth and for the onward 
march of human race towards ever higher objectives.  John Ruskin has explained the purpose of education in the following words “It 
is not teaching the youth the shapes of letters and the tricks of numbers and leaving them to turn their arithmetic to roguery and their 
literature to lust.  It means, on the contrary, training them into the perfect exercise and kingly continence of their bodies and souls” 

 
In 1943 Winston Churchill addressed the Harvard University students and asserted that “the empires of the future will be 

empires of the mind.  With great power comes great responsibility”.  While Winston Churchill underlined the importance of mind 
power as a determinant factor, Peter Drucker has underlined the predominant position of knowledge power.  To quote him “The next 
society will be a knowledge society in which knowledge will be the resource and knowledge workers will be the dominant work 
force”.  To quote Rabindranath Tagore, “Where the mind is without fear and head is held high, where knowledge is free where the 
World has not been broken up into fragments by narrow domestic walls where words come out from the depth of truth into that 
heaven of freedom, my father, let my country awake”. 
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It is relevant to educational institutions, teachers and students to consider the concern expressed by Gandhiji to Tagore.  In 
reply to the quires of Rabindranath? Tagore, Mahatma Gandhi said “Gurudev, I am not so dumb or insensitive, as not to be moved by 
the beauty of the rose or the morning rays of the sun or the divine music of the birds.  But what can I do? My one desire, my one 
anxiety, my one ambition is when shall I see the red tint of the rose on the cheeks of hungry naked millions of my people? When shall 
I hear the sweet and melodious song of the birds in place of their agonizing sighs? When will such music come out of their soil and 
when will that day come when the light of the morning sun illuminates the heart of the common man in India? When will I see its 
luster and brightness on his face? 

 
Andrew Carnegie stresses the need for inculcating the value of work culture without which the globalization challenges 

cannot be responded effectively by the developing countries.  To quote him there are three types of people:  The first type is those who 
do as little work as possible.  The second type are those who do only what their work stipulates, nothing more.  But the third type are 
those who do their duty and a little more.  They are not bound by the clock.  If there is work to be done, they will do it and more” It is 
against this backdrop, the challenges of globalization is presented below.  

 
Need of History Subject 

History as a subject of study at the Higher Secondary and higher education levels cannot afford to be static in curriculum and 
syllabus content.  History deals with everything related to men and matters in space and time.  It is a treasure house of knowledge and 
wisdom.  It is a repository of ideas and thoughts tof great men and women.  It is replete with examples and lessons left by great minds.  
A scientific mode of study of the subject can empower students to think, plan and act independently.  The development schemes of the 
nation along with the methods and strategies adopted through the ages which brought success to individuals, institutions and nations 
should be given top priority in the syllabus for discussion in the class room, for Kothari Commission on Education asserted that the 
destiny of the nation is being shaped in the classroom.  

 
History is a multi-disciplinary social science.  Every branch of human activity has its own history of birth and growth and 

also its decline and downfall.  History is a study of man by man which is to be done differently, generating curiosity of learning and 
promoting creativity of the learner.  Text books and guides in history are over loaded with dates and events which are mostly political.  
Success story studies, personality studies, leadership studies, invention and discovery studies, value studies, impact studies etc., are yet 
to receive prominence in the syllabus.  History with multi-disciplinary content is found a rewarding subject for competitive 
examinations, knowledge accumulation, developing critical faculty, leadership quality, entrepreneurship, diplomacy, humanistic 
approach, creative ventures, democratic values, human rights, social and national services.  Text books and teaching modules are to be 
prepared covering the above aspects with more of applications.  Compared to other disciplines such as life sciences, earth sciences, 
physical sciences, chemical sciences, business sciences and social sciences, history as a subject of study has not yet gone for applied 
courses.  A few examples are given for the perusal of particularly teachers and scholars. Except history, all other subjects of study 
have undergone radical changes in approach and content so as ensure relevance and employability.  Various subjects of study have 
become inter-disciplinary and application oriented.  The following particulars present the picture as to how the conventional subjects 
have been emerging as different inter-disciplinary subjects through the process of modernization and application of knowledge for 
human betterment.  
 
Dynamism in Curriculum Desirable 

No subject of study can afford to be static in content, approach and methodology.  Piece meal changes won’t deliver the 
required benefits, particularly, in the context of free market economy in which proactive role, applied knowledge and proven skills 
alone can fetch favourable results.  For a long time, history was studied for intellectual or knowledge purpose without linking 
knowledge with jobs in the public, private and service sectors.  History like any other subject has necessarily to be dynamic in the 
sense that student should be equipped with soft skills and computer skills required for employment in private/public sector, 
particularly in multi-national companies where 5- or 6-digit salaried jobs are available in plenty.  Historical knowledge can be 
gainfully used for self-employment ventures too.  

 
The degree in B.A. History may be changed as Degree in B.A. History with Computer applications for which major 

curriculum change is needed.  Undergraduate, Post-0graduate, Certificate and Diploma level studies in leadership, entrepreneurship, 
culture, people’ movement, inventions, discoveries, ideas, values, industries, foreign policy, Panchayat Raj institutions, contemporary 
issues and solutions, environment, human rights, secularism, women, youth, social harmony, may be considered for introduction with 
more focus on specific rather than generic treatment of subject, Graduates in history are not preferred for employment in industries 
and business places for want of soft skills which include leadership qualities, integrated personality, communication ability, creative 
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thinking, language skill, group dynamics, computer knowledge, report writing, goal setting, script writing, event management, public 
speaking etc.  

 
A thorough revamping of Undergraduate and Postgraduate curriculum in History is a desideratum to ensure employability 

and empowerment of students.  In the revamped curriculum, the analytical ability and communication skill of the students must get 
predominant position.  Systematic thoughts, progressive ideas, positive attitude and planned work alone determine the success of 
students.  There must be student centric learning process aided by teaching technology.  Students must be guided to choose role 
models available in their subject of studies for emulation.  Great qualities of successful men and women in various fields should be 
imbibed for fruitful application in file and work situations.  Planning, decision making, confidence building, communicating, self-
starting, and achieving abilities in a time bound manner should be developed among students through provision in the curriculum.  

 
Examination system should test not only the memory power but also the analytical capacity of the learners.  Teaching and 

training modules for each paper with pictorial illustration, anecdotes, similes, parables, success stories, case studies ought to be 
prepared for class room activities which include group discussion, paper presentation, quiz programme, brain storming session, power 
point presentation etc.  Scholars and teachers in History in consultation with leaders in industry, business and service organizations 
may prepare curriculum and syllabus to offer Undergraduate, Post-graduate and Diploma programmes in Leadership, 
Entrepreneurship, Panchayat Raj, Human Rights, Human Resource Development, Public Relations, Service Organizations, Project 
Report and Script writing, public speaking etc.  Acquirement of Soft Skills and Computer Skills plus subject knowledge in adequate 
measure explained above can respond effectively the globalization challenges emanating from knowledge and technology power of 
developed nations.  Under-graduate and Post-graduate courses in history may be strengthened by providing to students add on 
certificate/diploma courses for a short duration in related fields with employment/self-employment potential such as journalism, 
tourism, archives keeping, photo and videography, script-writing, event management, public speaking etc.  Priority based attention 
may be paid to M.Phil, and Ph.D. programmes on polity, programme and impact factors.  The findings of such socially relevant and 
nationally important research will be helpful to the policy makers and administrators to effect perfection in the implementation of 
projects of the State and the Union Governments.  The success achieved in one field in one place may be taken to other areas.  

 
Concluding Remarks  

As far as the discipline history is concerned, there is an urgent need to go in for a thorough revamping of curriculum and 
syllabus keeping in mind the specific and generic job requirements of the institutions and industry in private and public sectors.  There 
is also copious scope and potential to design and develop new U.G., P.O. and Diploma courses in history on the lines suggested in the 
preceding pages.  No doubt, globalization issues present a divide between high technology and low-technology countries which is in 
favour of the countries with Great knowledge and technology power.  To meet such a global challenge, our thought faculty needs 
further deepening and sharpening in the interest of individuals, institutions and the nation at large.  A zero defect and superlative 
quality movement in educational institutions is an imperative need of our contemporary times which can effectively combat 
globalization challenges if not immediately but in the future depending upon the effective joint venture of the Government, 
institutions, intellectuals, individuals and industries.  
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